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American dad season 9 dvd

Share This is a list of American Dad! DVDs from regions 1, 2 and 4. DVD Releases DVD Name Release Date Ep # Additional Information Cover Region 1 Region 2 Region 4 Volume A April 25, 2006 April 24, 2006 May 24, 2006 13 This 3 disc boxset contains the first 13 episodes from season 1. (Pilot (American Dad!) - Stan of Arabia: Part 2). Special
features include comments, featurettes and animatics. It was renamed Season 1 on Regions 2 and 4. Volume Two May 15, 2007 May 28, 2007 May 21, 2007 19 This 3 disc boxset contains the remaining episodes from season 1 and the first 9 episodes from season 2 (Stannie Get Your Gun - The Best Christmas Story Never). Special features include
commentary on all episodes, featurettes, multi-angle scene studies, and deleted scenes. An uncensored soundtrack is also featured on the episode Tears of a Clooney. Volume Three April 15, 2008 May 12, 2008 May 14, 2008 18 This 3 disc boxset contains the remaining 10 episodes from seasons 2 and 8 of the first 9 episodes from season 3 (Bush Comes
to Dinner - Frannie 911), though the most adequate Christmas ever shows not shown on DVD. Volume Four April 28, 2009 April 20, 2009 May, 2009 14 This 3 disc boxset contains the remaining 8 episodes of Season 3 (including The Most Adequate Christmas Ever) and the first 6 episodes of Season 4. Bonus features will include commentary on each
episode, storyboards/animatics, multi-angle scene studios, deleted scenes and optional censored sounds. Volume Five June 15, 2010 June 14, 2010 November 3, 2010 14 This 3 disc boxset contains the remaining episodes of Season 4 in full. Bonus features include commentary on each episode, deleted scenes and optional censored sounds, Bar Mitzvah
Hustle Fact-Up Trivia and a Power Hour Drinking Game. Volume Six 19 April 2011 27 June 2011 13 July 2011 18 This 3 disc boxes contain all episodes of Season 5 in full. Bonus features include comments about selected episodes, deleted scenes, and optional censored audio. Also includes a special on The Making of Rapture's Delight. Volume Seven
April 17, 2012 May 14, 2012 May 22, 2012 19 This 3 disc boxset contains all episodes of Season 6 in full. Audio commentary on selected episodes, deleted scenes and a featurette titled I ❤ Patrick Stewart. Volume Eight September 24, 2013 August 8, 2013 TBA 18 This 3 disc boxset contains all episodes of season 7 in full. Audio commentary on selected
episodes, deleted scenes and a featurette Stan's Booty Dance. Volume Nine July 1, 2014 October 6, 2014 TBA 19 This 3 disc contains all episodes of Season 8 in full as an Amazon exclusive release. Volume Ten May 19, 2015 TBA TBA 20 This set includes season 9 of FOX episodes as an Amazon exclusive release. Volume Eleven 13 December 2016 13
December 2016 13, 2016 18 This set includes the last three remaining FOX episodes, as well as the fifteen TBS episodes set in Season 10 of an Amazon exclusive release. Volume Twelve November 7, 2017 November 7, 2017 November 7, 2017 22 This set contains all 22 episodes of season 11 from TBS as an Amazon exclusive release. Volume Thirteen
November 21, 2018 November 21, 2018 November 21, 2018 22 This set contains all 22 episodes of season 12 from TBS. Volume Fourteen September 10, 2019 September 10, 2019 September 10, 2019 22 This set contains all 22 episodes of season 13 from TBS. On the pack for the Season 1 release on region 2 DVD, there is no mention of audio
comments or any of the bonus features whatsoever. Region 2 and 4 DVDs have not censored audio tracks on any episodes, although Volume 3 has so-called uncensored tracks on the set. The name of the Dvds Region 2 and 4 in Volume 2 was not renamed season 2 and instead retained the title Volume 2. Region 2 edition of Volume Eight was not
converted from NTSC to PAL, causing playback problems on many older machines/TVs. [1] The Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. American dad! Season 9Region 1 cover for Volume 9Country of OriginUnited StatesNo. of episodes19ReleaseOriginal networkFoxOriginal releaseSeptember 30, 2012 (2012-09-30) –May
12, 2013 (2013-05-12)Seasonal ←Season 8 Next →Season 10 List of American Dad! episode The ninth season of American Dad! debuted on the Fox network on September 30, 2012, 9:30/8:30c,[1] and ended on May 12, 2013. Guest stars for the season include Wayne Brady, Alison Brie, Sean Hayes, Mariah Carey,[2] Charlie Day,[3] Michelle Dockery,
Nathan Fillion, Will Forte, Sarah Michelle Gellar, Rupert Grint, Jon Hamm and Shaun White. Episode plots include Jeff discovering Roger is an alien and being stranded on an alien spaceship in a two-episode story arc (Naked to the Limit, One More Time, Lost in Space), Klaus finding his human body, then swapping with Stan's (Da Flippity Flop), Roger
becoming Stan's stepfather (American Stepdad) and Hayley getting a job as bar singer for Roger (Love, AD Style). The episode Minstrel Krampus was scheduled to air on December 16, 2012, but was replaced by a repeat of Wheels &amp; the Legman and the Case of Grandpa's Key of sensitivity to the Sandy Hook Elementary School shooting. [5] To
compensate for this, they aired the episode National Treasure 4: Baby Franny: She's Doing Well: The Hole Story early. Minstrel Krampus was eventually sent in the tenth season. Episodes See also: List of American Dad! episodes No.overallNEj. inseasonTitleDirected byWritten byOriginal air dateProd.codeUS viewers(millions)1341Love, AD StyleJosue
CervantesErik DurbinSeptember 30, 2012 (2012-09-30)7AJN035.25[6] develops a on Hayley after he recruits her her the main entertainer in his new crooner's bar, and ends up kidnapping her when she tells him she can't be in love with him because she's already married. Roger slowly turns into a psychopath, believing that the only way to be in love with
someone is to cut off her skin and drape it over him. Jeff returns in time to stop it, but Roger cuts off his skin. Hayley bursts into tears, which was all it took for Roger to lose his crush because he is a sociopath. Meanwhile, Stan (again) tries to prove his masculinity by negotiating a good price for an SUV he wants, and tries to sell his black SUV to get money
for the new one, but ends up failing when his lawn-side car-show ends up killing the showgirl. 1352Killer VacationRodney CloudenRick Wiener &amp; Kenny SchwartzOctober 7, 2012 (2012-10-07)7AJN055.18[7] The Smithfamily's tropical vacation turns out to be anything but relaxing when Stan is assigned a mission to kill the operations manager at his
resort, which his director at the CIA insists is an ex-war criminal. Meanwhile, Hayley and Jeff try to revive their dead sex life and meet a swinger couple, Steve joins a British boy (guest star Rupert Grint) to find a naked beach, and Roger (posing as an old widow) falls for an old widower. 1363Can I be frank with you? Pam Cooke &amp; Valerie FletcherJudah
MillerNovember 4, 2012 (2012-11-04)7AJN083.99[8] Francine fears that she and Stan are growing apart because he spends so much time hanging out with his friends at the CIA Chill Zone, so she poses as a man to get in. Meanwhile, Steve and his friends are recruited to join a boy band and make a music video. 1374American stepfather Shawn
MurrayJordan Blum &amp; Parker DeayNovember 18, 2012 (2012-11-18)7AJN104.21[9] Stan invites his mother to stay with the family after Stan's stepfather, Hercules, dies, and tensions rise when Roger is forced to share his wind with her, but the tension turns into romance when Roger marries Stan's mother. Meanwhile, Steve and his friends find a lost
script for the seventh Fast and the Furious movie in a plane crash – and discover a shocking secret behind the franchise as they read it. 1385Why can't we be friends? Jansen YeeJonathan FenerDecember 2, 2012 (2012-12-02)7AJN064.25[10] Stan decides that Snot is not cool enough to be Steve's friend, so he tries to separate them by staging a shooting
at an ice cream parlor, of which Snot is the only witness and then placed in the CIA Witness Protection program. Meanwhile, Roger hires Jeff to clean his attic for extra money, but keeps robbing him every time he goes back to Hayley's room. 1396Adventures in HayleysittingTim Parsons &amp; Jennifer GravesMatt Fusfeld &amp; Alex CuthbertsonDecember
9, 2012 (2012-12-09)7AJN094.67[11] To prove she's responsible, Hayley and Jeff offer to babysit Steve after the regular babysitter ends up in the hospital with a broken broken 1407National Treasure 4: Baby Franny: She's Doing Well: The Hole StoryChris BennettMurray MillerDecember 23, 2012 (2012-12-23)7AJN044.21[12] When Greg and Terry's new
talk show makes a story on the 35th anniversary of the rescue of Baby Franny, Francine begins to feel guilty about wasting her life while the firefighter who saved her died in her place - until she finds that the firefighter is alive and has lived as a hermit in the well for years. Meanwhile, Stan and Roger teamed up with Toshi's dad to invent and market sexy
shoes for male strippers. 1418Finger Lenting GoodJoe DanielloLaura McCrearyJanuary 6, 2013 (2013-01-06)7AJN075.65[13] Francine encourages the family to give up their various vices for Lent (Stan's screaming, Steve cries, Hayley's junk food snacking, Jeff's need to hug people, and Francine smoking), but they all get drunk at Rogers Mardi Gras' party
and sign a pact letting Deputy Director Bullock stay over to make sure the Smith-Fishers stick to their sacrifices and amputate a finger from someone who doesn't. Meanwhile, in a risqué parody of Cinderella, Roger finds a nipple pastie the morning after the Mardi Gras party and, along with Klaus, goes searching for the perfect. 1429The Adventures of Twill
Ongenbone and His Boy JabariJosue CervantesBrian BoyleJanuary 13, 2013 (2013-01-13)7AJN114.82[14] Francine tries to teach Roger the value of hard work after his character Twill Ongenbone fakes a degree in archaeology. Meanwhile, Steve Stan asks a few questions about his past, but ends up seeing a side of his father that scares him and interests
his friends. 14310Blood Crieth Unto HeavenJoe DanielloBrian BoyleJanuary 27, 2013 (2013-01-27)7AJN154.27[15] In this parody of the Pulitzer Prize-winning stage play August: Osage County, Francine throws a birthday party for Stan, which evokes bad memories of when his father abandoned him. Meanwhile, Roger (playing a black maid named Edna)
kills the love children of Avery Bullock and Hayley. 14411Max JetsTim Parsons &amp; Jennifer GravesKeith HeislerFebruary 10, 2013 (2013-02-10)7AJN173.88[16] A waitress gets his claws on Roger's philanthropic character Max Jets, who has just come out of prison and is helping the Smiths with their financial woes. 14512Naked to the border, One More
TimeChris BennettKeith HeislerFebruary 17, 2013 (2013-02-17)7AJN124.15[17] Roger tries to convince Jeff that he is his imaginary friend so that Roger can go naked in the house, but when Jeff eventually learns the truth, Stan has to choose between killing Roger or killing Jeff so the secret can remain secret. But Roger makes a choice that could affect the
Smiths forever. Meanwhile, Steve feels outside when his friends get their adult butt, but he doesn't. 14613For Black Eye Only Jansen YeeJonathan FenerMarch 10, 2013 (2013-03-10)7AJN223.27[18] In this follow-up to season four's Bond parody Tearjerker, Sexpun T'Come (Francine) is shot and killed by Black Villain (Principal Lewis). Stan must now work
with Tearjerker (Roger) to stop Black Villain's plan to melt the Arctic glaciers, even if it means going through a clone of Sexpun T'Come, which is black instead of white. 14714Spelling Bee My BabyRodney CloudenLesley Wake WebsterMarch 24, 2013 (2013-03-24)7AJN134.53[19] Francine trains Steve for the school's spelling language to give his son a head
start when applying for college. Meanwhile, Roger and Stan try to help Hayley cope with losing Jeff by rushing her through the five stages of grief (denial, anger, negotiation, depression and acceptance) so they can use her as a line judge for their badminton match. 14815The Missing KinkPam Cooke &amp; Valerie FletcherJeff Chiang &amp; Eric
ZiobrowskiApril 14, 2013 (2013-04-14)7AJN164.23[20] Francine wants Stan to be more sexually adventurous, but after a lavish musical number by Roger Stan becomes a sex freak. Meanwhile, in the continuing arc of Hayley missing her husband after his estranged abduction, Hayley decides to get back in the dating world — and ends up going out with Snot,
who has second thoughts about being with a lonely and willing Hayley. 14916The sad identityJansen YeeErik SommersApril 21, 2013 (2013-04-21)7AJN143.81[21] After the CIA discovers that Osama bin Laden is still alive and working at Doug and Buster's (a Dave and Busters arcade and restaurant), Stan and his friends are tasked with taking him out once
and for all, but an accident during the raid gives Stan amnesia — and Francine the chance to turn macho Stan into the gentle-mannered husband she's always wanted. Meanwhile, Steve works a paper route so he can buy a soda machine, and Roger teaches Steve the unethical way a paper boy can make extra money. 15017The Full Cognitive Redaction of
Avery Bullock by the Coward Stan SmithShawn MurrayErik DurbinApril 28, 2013 (2013-04-28)7AJN184.03[23] CIA Internal Affairs tells Stan that Deputy Director Bullock is showing early signs of dementia and must have his memory erased. Meanwhile, Steve has a bully problem again, enusing Stan's old bully, Stelio Kantos. [22] 15118Lost in SpaceChris
BennettMike BarkerMay 5, 2013 (2013-05-05)7AJN205.00[24] Months after the events of Naked to the Limit, One More Time, Jeff-still on a spaceship owned by Roger's race by aliens who were originally destined to return Roger back to his birth planet-must prove to the Emperor (voiced by Michael McKean) of alien spaceships that he is truly in love with
Hayley so as to get back to Earth. 15219Da Flippity FlopRodney CloudenMatt WeitzmanMay 12, 2013 (2013-05-12)7AJN214.01[25] Klaus finds his human body and asks Stangs to return him to it, when the body turns out to rot (thanks to the CIA CIA Using the ice for margaritas), Klaus knocks Stan out and puts his brain in Stan's body while Stan lives life
like a fish. Meanwhile, Roger badgers Steve to join his attic gym. References ^ Gorman, Bill (May 14, 2012). Fox 2012–13 Primetime Schedule Announced: 'Touch' &amp; 'Fringe' Friday, 'Bones' &amp; 'Mob Doctor' Monday, 'Glee' To Thursday, 4 Comedy Tuesday. TV of the numbers. Fox Broadcasting Company. Filed from original on May 16, 2012.



Retrieved August 29, 2012. ^ Mariah Does Voice Over at American Dad. MariahCarey. Retrieved 2014-07-27. ^ Carp, Jesse. American Dad Guest Stars announced at Comic-Con include Nathan Fillion. Cinema Blend. ^ Agard, Chancellor (2012-12-15). Fox pulls new episodes of 'Family Guy' and 'American Dad' after shooting. Entertainment Every week.
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